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Overview

☐ Background and Political-Economic Context

☐ Border Adjustment Considerations

☐ Hypothetical Scenario: Import/Export Cost Changes – Industry and State Implications
“Fixing a tax code that is outdated, overly complex, and too onerous will unleash America’s economy, creating millions of new jobs and boosting economic growth.”

White House Economic Plan

As a candidate, Trump proposed:

- Cutting the corporate tax from 35% to 15%
- Apply 15% to small businesses and pass-through entities currently paying individual rate
- Consider tariffs on companies that move jobs overseas
- Trump initially expressed skepticism about border adjustments
- Administration officials recently indicated they are open to idea

Sources: White House, Trump campaign website, Bloomberg
Ryan-Brady Blueprint

- House Republicans released tax reform plan in June 2016
- Reform taxes on business
  - Reduce corporate rate from 35% to 20%
  - Adopt “cash-flow based approach” to replace “income-based approach” to taxation
- Replace current worldwide tax system, exempting dividends from foreign subsidiaries
- Border adjustments exempting exports and taxing imports

Sources: House Republican’s “A Better Way”, KPMG
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Source: paulryan.house.gov
Political-Economic Context

- Tax reform is about economic growth, but it is also a political decision
  - Need to understand not only the total macroeconomic effects, but also:
    - Industry effects
    - State and Regional Effects
- State and industry dynamic analysis is critical to informing Congress
A House Divided: Rural-Urban Split

2016 Election Results by County

Mark Newman, Department of Physics and Center for the Study of Complex Systems, University of Michigan
Border Adjustments

- Border-adjusted corporate tax
  - Revenues from the sale of exports would not be taxed
  - Costs of imported parts and goods for use or resale would no longer be deductible
- Border adjustment could raise an additional $1 trillion over 10 years – Tax Foundation estimate
- However, change could be coupled with tax rate cuts, so overall business revenue could fall

Sources: Tax Foundation, Reuters
Border Adjustment Issues

- Border adjustment reduces export costs, increases import costs
  - The effects of this policy depend on other components of tax reform, such as the corporate profits tax
- Full employment and the Fed
  - If the economy is at “full employment,” then job gains in one sector must be offset by job losses elsewhere
  - Can hysteresis effect be reversed?
Exchange Rate Adjustment

- Exchange Rate Adjustment
  - If dollar increases, this will offset the import cost increase/export cost decrease.
    - If the border adjustment is 10% and the exchange rate is 10%, relative cost differences are offset.
    - The primary effect of the border adjustment may then be in the shift away from income-based taxation towards a consumption-based taxation.
  - Questions regarding exchange rate adjustment:
    - What is the timing? Immediate or long-term?
    - Does exchange rate adjustment offset 100%? 50%? 75%?
Modeling Impacts

- Scenario for simulation
  - Increase import costs, lower export costs
    - Constructed as balance where change in import costs = change in export costs, approximately “revenue neutral”
  - Other factors need to be considered; scenario is intentionally oversimplified
  - No exchange rate change
Simulation: Border Adjustment

- Simulation: increase import cost, decrease export costs
  - Adjusted direct export cost savings to equal import cost increase (revenue neutral)
    - Decrease export costs by 10%, increase import costs by the same dollar amount
    - Baseline exports (2015): $1.67 trillion
    - Baseline imports (2015): $2.18 trillion
    - 10% of exports: $167 billion
    - $167 billion/2.18 trillion = 7.64%
    - In 2015, export costs are decreased by 10% and import costs increased by 7.64%
Border Adjustment (No Fed Response): Imports

States affected most by changes in imports from the border adjustment are in darker shades of green.
Border Adjustment (No Fed Response): Prices

States affected most by changes in imports from the border adjustment are in darker shades of green.
States affected most by changes in exports from the border adjustment are in darker shades of green.
Border Adjustment (No Fed Response): GDP Impact

States affected most by the border adjustment are in darker shades of green.
Border Adjustment (No Fed Response): Employment Impact
California Industry Employment Impact
Border Adjustment (Anticipatory Fed): Summary

Anticipatory Fed: Employment no change from baseline, GDP increase
Anticipatory Fed: Employment
Conclusion

- Simplified scenario identifies potential industry and regional gains and losses
- Additional considerations: context of overall tax plan, exchange rate adjustment, labor force constraints and hysteresis
- Political Economy:
  - Economy: tax reform and economic growth
  - Political: inform Congress of industry effects, and what it means at the state and district level
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